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This section allows you to activate, deactivate, and manage the plugins that you have uploaded to your forum's inc/plugins
directory. To hide a plugin from view, but not lose any stored information from it, click the Deactivate link.
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Plugin

Controls

Akismet (1.2.2)
Akismet is a program that helps prevent SPAM on your forum.
Created by MyBB Group

Deactivate

Uninstall

Deactivate

Uninstall

Activate

Uninstall

Auto Media (1.1.9)
Embeds automatically videos and music from different sites in posts
Created by Mario Heine

Board Messages (2.0.1)
Allows administrators to one or more brief messages to the forum header.
Created by Alan Crisp

Favicon in address bar (1.0.1)
This plugin insert favicon in your community
Created by Persis

Deactivate

Fit on Page (2.3)
Resizes embeded images in posts to fit the page and not run over.
Created by - G33K -

Activate

Hello World! (1.0)
A sample plugin that prints hello world and prepends the content of each post to
'Hello world!'
Created by MyBB Group

Activate

iShare (1.1.0)
This plugin adds a box to the thread page with buttons to
share/bookmark the thread. The buttons can be easily managed in the
admin control panel.

Activate

Uninstall

Created by frinklabs

Move Posts (1.1.1)
Allows moderators to move posts from one thread to another.
Created by Starpaul20

Deactivate

ProStats (1.7.7)
Professional stats for MyBB.
Created by SaeedGh

Activate
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ProStats (1.7.7)
Professional stats for MyBB.
Created by SaeedGh

Activate

Register Time (1.1)
Stop automated spammers by testing the time it takes for a user to register. If
the time it less then a few seconds (currently set at 30 seconds) the registration
will be denied.
Created by MyBB Security Group

Deactivate

Registration Security Question (1.2)
[Manage Questions]
Adds a randomly selected security question on registration page.
Created by - G33K -

Deactivate

Uninstall

Spell Check (1.4.1)
This plugin allows users to spell check their threads and posts. This plugin makes
use of the Speller Pages SF Project.
Created by Teck @ Stogiechat.com

Activate
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